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About Us
We are a leading Northern European provider of fencing solutions with a 25% 

share of swedish material market.

Mission
Our mission is to give our customers peace of mind by helping them protect their 

property and those they care about.

Vision
To become the security provider that house, company and institutional owners 
prefer for protecting their property and those they care about through the 

development of quality products that are affordable and make life comfortable.

Manufacturing/Wholesale

We offer gates, fencing and automation systems.

Support
We focus on comprehensive support to our customers. Quality products, repair 
agreement, and full support of our technicians ensure that our products will 

serve you for many years.

Distribution
As a global company  we have a unique supply base, and we can offer fast 
deliveries at attractive prices all over the world.

Global Network
We cooperate with foreign companies in the same industry. We are part of 
Uniaccess and Unifence.

Peace of mind by day...
Peace of mind by night

Demex offers comprehensive area protection solutions and security products. We 
generate profitability for our customers through a wide product range, high delivery 

reliability and personal service.

Development
We are not afraid of new ideas. That is why we design, test, and improve 
functionality of our products using the latest technologies.

ABOUT DEMEX
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DIPLOMAS & CERTIFICATES

SUPPORT

PLUG ‘N PLAY PRODUCTS

FAST DELIVERY

ADVANTAGES

DIPLOMAS & CERTIFICATES
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
"Economical but durable fencing system".

The De-Fence chain-link fence is a common fence in Scandinavia. It is most 
often used to protect industrial properties, but also features in a number of other 
applications. It consists of galvanised or plastic-coated wire mesh fencing net and 
robust fencing posts of square steel in a number of different heights, from 0.5 m to 
5 m! There are three different types of fencing posts that are installed in concrete 
foundation: corner posts, middle posts and end posts.

De-Fence Net
Made of hard single twisted steel wire.
The net has a checked pattern.
Edges are rounded on both sides.
Type 50.3.7: one side rounded, the other one with barbs. Roll length: 25 m.
Steel ultimate tensile strength: 320 of 510 N/mm² according to EN 10326.

De-Fence Posts
The posts are supplemented with plastic covers.
For vegetation, the distance between the posts and the size of the posts must be 
adapted to the situation.

A number of different heights and colours 
The steel wires are galvanised and then coated with plastic. Posts are galvanised 
internally and externally (min. coating of 275g/m², both sides together) according 
to EN 10326. Then they are given an adhesive coating and finally a plastic coating 
(min. 60 microns). 

NET SYSTEM

DE-FENCE

Barbed Wire

NET SYSTEM
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Fencing Net Fencing Posts Bracing Tubes

Mounting Brackets Stay Wire Barbed Wire

NET SYSTEM
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
"Effective enclosure of wild animals".

Effective enclosure of wild animals requires robust materials as unlike domestic 
animals, many wild animal species are used to roaming large areas and therefore 
have a natural tendency to force obstacles in the landscape. The V-Fence fencing 
system is excellent at protecting your property and our road network. The V-Fence 
fencing system is available in heights from 600 to 2,000 mm.

Strong and secure
Thanks to its design and its strong fencing posts, the V-Fence forms strong and 
secure fencing that protects effectively not only our roads, but also wild and 
domestic animals. V-Fence is the obvious choice for many property owners, 
municipalities and fitters.

It consists of a net of wires in a checked pattern with a twist knot or ring lock net 
system and robust fence posts made of wood or steel.

Keeps its shape and elasticity
V-Fence has strong core wires that enable it to maintain its shape. This results in 
a user-friendly setup. Elasticity is maintained through an advanced ring lock and 
twist knot system.  

Net
Made of hard twisted steel wire with twist knots or ring locks.
The net has a checked pattern.
Length per roll: 50 m  

NET SYSTEM

V-Fence

Wooden or winged posts

V-Fence fast element

NET SYSTEM
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Properties

Net

NET SYSTEM

Name Lenght (m) Roll/paletteHeight (cm) Weight (kg)

• Upper and lower wire Ø 2,40mm

• Horizontal wire Ø 1,90mm

• Vertikal wire Ø 1,90mm
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
"Limit drifting snow. Simple and effective".

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

So, winter’s train chaos stopped? New Swedish technology against snow. Snowy 
Snow Fence ™ protects the roads and jobs and increases safety at ski resorts.

• Limit drifting snow
• Reduces wind speed
• Gathers the snow in a wide snowdrift around the snow fence
• Produced in Polyethylene for withstanding exceptionally cold temperatures 

down to -40ºC.
• Simple and effective!

The solution against drifting snow
Demex’s snow fence is the perfect solution for stopping drifting snow: Setting up 
the fence provides simple protection against harsh weather in the form of snow 
and wind. Extremely practical for house owners, farmers, as well as at exposed 
road stretches.A wonderful quality investment in times of lots of snow and wind. 

Installation instructions
To achieve best results, place the net approx. 20 m from the area that needs 
protection against snow and snowdrift formation. The fence should be supported 
by steel or wooden posts (or the like) and fastened right above ground level (10 to 
20 cm). This creates additional favourable turbulence in the direction of the wind.
We recommend placement of the posts in a zigzag pattern ata distance of approx. 
2 metres from each other in accordance with the image above.

Technical information
Demex’s snow fence is manufactured in the environmentally friendly material 
PE (polyethylene) and is UV-stabilised. This ensures that the net will not break 
down or become corroded or brittle when exposed to sunlight and extreme 
temperatures.

SNOW FENCE

SNOWY

Orange or green

NET SYSTEM
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STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

Strong, secure and aesthetically pleasing
Portugal Guard is a fencing system that keeps its shape and gives a professional 
impression. It consists of a panel of vertical and horizontal sections and is availa-
ble with a straight bow-shaped top and with or without a tip. 

Portugal Guard Panels
• Vertical sections: 30x20 mm square sections 
• Horizontal sections: 50x30 mm square sections
• Mesh size: 100 mm 
• Panel length: 3,000 mm 
• Panel height: 500 to 2,400 mm (additional heights on request).

A number of different heights and colours
Thanks to the simple design of the Portugal Guard fencing system, it can be 
delivered in practically all heights.
Portugal Guard is available in all colours (always hot-dip galvanised as pre-treat-
ment). The most common of these are:

• Panels: Galvanised (FZV), Dark Green (RAL 6009), Olive Green (RAL 6013), 
Black (RAL 9005)

• Posts: Galvanised (FZV), Dark Green (RAL 6009), Olive Green (RAL 6013), 
Black (RAL 9005). 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
"Professional look and easy installation".

Easy installation

PANEL SYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

PANEL SYSTEM
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PANEL SYSTEM

PRODUKT FINESS
"Strong, safe system with several smart 
mounting methods".

Strong, secure and aesthetically pleasing
Viking Guard is a fencing system that keeps its shape and gives a professional 
impression. The vertically and horizontally running grating bars are spot-welded 
to each other in cross bonds.  

Viking Guard Panels 
   ●  Vertical wire: ø 6 mm 
   ●  Horizontal wire: ø 8 mm (double) 
   ●  Mesh size: 50/200 or 100/200mm 
   ●  Panel length: 2,510mm
   ●  Panel height: 630 to 2,430 mm (additional heights on request).

Viking Guard Fencing Posts  
   ●  Viking Speed posts 
   ●  Viking Alfa posts
   ●  Viking Beta posts.

Keeps its shape and is easy to install
Viking Guard has strong wires which are bent and welded to each other in cross 
bonds that help the fencing preserve its shape. This results in a user-friendly setup.

3 mounting methods

PANEL SYSTEM

VIKING GUARD

Alfa                     Beta                        Speed 
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
"Easy installation, long-lasting, and affordable 
system".

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

Strong, secure and aesthetically pleasing
Viking Safe is a fencing system that keeps its shape and gives a professional im-
pression. The vertically and horizontally running grating bars are spot-welded to 
each other in cross bonds. 

Viking Safe Paneler
   ●  Vertical wire: ø 6 mm 
   ●  Horizontal wire: ø 8 mm (double) t) 
   ●  Mesh size: 50/200 or 100/200 mm 
   ●  Panel length: 2,510 mm
   ●  Panel height: 630 to 2,430 mm (additional heights on request).

Viking Safe fencing posts 
   ●  Viking Safe Speed posts
   ●  Viking Safe Alfa posts
   ●  Viking Safe Beta posts.

Keeps its shape and is easy to install
Viking Safe has strong wires which are bent and welded to each other in cross 
bonds that help the fencing preserve its shape. This results in a user-friendly setup.

3 mounting methods

PANEL SYSTEM

VIKING SAFE

Alfa                     Beta                        Speed 

PANEL SYSTEM
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Alfa Fitting 60x40
Article nr. A5197

Beta joint plate 8/6/8
Article nr. A6109

Lock to 60x40 black
Article nr. 3266

Lock to 60x60 black
Article nr. 3264

U-fitting to 60x40 Speed Fixing
Article nr. A3265

U-fitting to 60x60 Speed Fixing
Article nr. A3268

ALFA
The Alfa System consists of 60x40 posts which are pre-drilled for attachment to the Viking Alfa Panel System to make installation simpler 
and faster. The Viking Alfa Posts are customised for panels which are joined with the fencing post and which, thanks to the design of the 
Viking Alfa Post and its mounting brackets, thereby create a stronger fencing system.

BETA
The Beta System consists of 60x40 posts which are pre-drilled for attachment to the Viking Beta Panel System to make installation simpler 
and faster. The Viking Beta Posts allow you to join the panels continuously with a Beta splicer that enables flexible distance between the 
fencing posts and makes the system faster and more economical to install.

SPEEDFIXING
The Speedfixing system has a specially developed post cover that allows you to hang panels on the fencing post and then attach them with 
Speedfixing brackets. This saves time during installation. 

SIGMA
Viking Sigma Fence posts complements Viking Guard and Viking Safe Panel System. Panels in the sigma system hung on the mounting 
bracket.

               ALFA                                              BETA                                    SPEEDFIXING                                  SIGMA

PANEL SYSTEM
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
"Strong system, lovely design. 3 meter wide 
panels".

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

Strong, secure and aesthetically pleasing
Viking Safe is a fencing system that keeps its shape and gives a professional im-
pression. The vertically and horizontally running grating bars are spot-welded to 
each other in cross bonds.

Viking Basic panels 
• Vertical wire: ø 5 mm
• Horizontal wire: ø 6 mm (double)
• Mesh size: 50/200 or 100/200mm 
• Panel length: 2,510mm
• Panel height: 630 to 2,430 mm (additional heights on request).

Viking Basic fencing posts 
• Viking Speed posts 
• Viking Alfa posts
• Viking Beta posts

Keeps its shape and is easy to install
Viking Basic has strong wires which are bent and welded to each other in cross 
bonds that help the fencing preserve its shape. This results in a user-friendly set-
up.

3 mounting methods

PANEL SYSTEM

VIKING BASIC

Alfa                     Beta                        Speed 

PANEL SYSTEM
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Beta joint plate
Article nr A5200

ALFA
The Alfa System consists of 60x40 posts which are pre-drilled for attachment to the Viking Alfa Panel System to make installation simpler 
and faster. The Viking Alfa Posts are customised for panels which are joined with the fencing post and which, thanks to the design of the 
Viking Alfa Post and its mounting brackets, thereby create a stronger fencing system.

BETA
The Beta System consists of 60x40 posts which are pre-drilled for attachment to the Viking Beta Panel System to make installation simpler 
and faster. The Viking Beta Posts allow you to join the panels continuously with a Beta splicer that enables flexible distance between the 
fencing posts and makes the system faster and more economical to install.

SPEEDFIXING
The Speedfixing system has a specially developed post cover that allows you to hang panels on the fencing post and then attach them with 
Speedfixing brackets. This saves time during installation.

                                          ALFA                                         BETA                                    SPEEDFIXING

PANEL SYSTEM

Alfa Fitting 60x40
Article nr. A5197

Lock to 60x40 black
Article nr. 3266

Lock to 60x60 black
Article nr. 3264

U-fitting to 60x40 Speed Fixing
Article nr. A3265

U-fitting to 60x60 Speed Fixing
Article nr. A3268
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PANEL SYSTEM

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
"Robust but light systems. All of the 
non-conductive materials: poles, panels 
and fittings".

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

Strong, secure and aesthetically pleasing
The non-conductive fencing system is a fencing system that keeps its shape and 
gives a professional impression. Since the system is not made of metal, the weight 
per square metre is much lower than steel, but nevertheless, it is almost just as 
strong. Typical NCBS panels can withstand shock loads of more than 900 kg.

Non-Conductive Panels
• Panel thickness: 13 mm or 25 mm
• Mesh size: 60x60 or 45x45 mm
• Panel length: 3,700 mm
• Panel height: 900 mm or 1,200 mm.

Keeps its shape and is easy to install
Non-conductive fencing panels are made of strong composite materi-
al that helps the fencing keeps its shape. This results in a user-friendly setup. 

Long service life
The non-conductive fencing system is produced of composite material and is 
therefore maintenance-free, is not subject to corrosion and is resistant to ultra-
violet radiation. 

Installation of panels

PANELSYSTEM

NCBS

Installation of posts
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RESIDENTIAL FENCE

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
"Stylish fencing systems. The panels can be 
ordered separately without posts".

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

Ornate design and sophisticated form
This type of fence raises prestige. It is an excellent alternative to the fence sur-
rounding exclusive villas and residences, historic buildings, churches, government 
buildings and offices. 

Strong construction
Demex Diamond Residential Fence system consists of specially designed panels, 
posts and fasteners that creates an aesthetically pleasing and powerful fence.

A number of different heights and colours
Diamond residential fence is available in different heights and all RAL colours.

Details

WROUGHT IRON FENCE

DIAMOND
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
“Stylish fencing systems. The panels can be 
ordered separately without posts”.

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

Modern and trendy design
An original design, which gives an unique, individual character. A wide range of 
colors and customized sizes.

Strong construction
Demex Gold Residential Fence system consists of specially designed panels, posts 
and fasteners that creates an aesthetically pleasing and powerful fence.

A number of different heights and colours
Gold residential fence is available in different heights and all RAL colours. 

Details

WROUGHT IRON FENCE

GOLD

RESIDENTIAL FENCE
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RESIDENTIAL FENCE

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
“Economically and stylish modern fencing. 
The panels can be ordered separately with-
out posts”.

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

Classic design and many different options available
This model of residential fence fits to simple shapes and modern buildings.

Strong construction
Demex Gold Residential Fence system consists of specially designed panels, posts 
and fasteners that creates an aesthetically pleasing and powerful fence.

A number of different heights and colours
Gold residential fence is available in different heights and all RAL colours. 

Details

WROUGHT IRON FENCE

SAFIR
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SLIDING GATE

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
"Powerful and easy to install. Easyroll 
wheel system".

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

Easyroll wheel system

SLIDING GATE

HÖKEN

The Höken (Hawk) cantilever sliding gate is Svalan’s big brother, securely 
controlling openings that are up to 8 m wide as a single leaf gate or up to 16 m 
wide as a double leaf gate. The gate employs the same market leading technology 
that makes the Demex cantilever sliding gates Scandinavia’s best sliding gates 
according to our customers. 

Problem-free operation
• Available both manually operated and automatically operated
• Designed and manufactured to open and close easily thanks to the EASYROLL 

wheel system.

Strong structure and aesthetically pleasing appearance
• Steel frame structure of 100x100 square sections with 25x25 square sections 

as standard filling
• Fillings of Viking Guard or Viking Basic panels available to match the fencing 

system that is used
• The sliding gates can be manufactured with tailored filling that matches the 

customer’s choice
• All sliding gates are GALV FE hot-dip galvanised by default
• The sliding gates can be Z-LACK powder-coated in standard colours such as 

Olive Green (RAL 6005), Dark Green (RAL 6009), and Black (RAL 9005)
• The sliding gates can be Z-LACK powder-coated in all other RAL colours.
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SLIDING GATE

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
"Unique and easy to install. Available in 
manual, prepared for the automatic, and 
automatic version. Meets the insurance 
requirements".

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

Easyroll wheel system

SLIDING GATE

SVALAN

The Svalan (Swallow) industrial cantilever sliding gates are the best-selling sliding 
gates by Demex, securely controlling openings that are up to 7 m wide as a single 
leaf gate or up to 14 m wide as a double leaf gate. The gate employs the same market 
leading technology that makes the Demex cantilever sliding gates Scandinavia’s 
best sliding gates according to our customers.

Problem-free operation
• Available both manually operated and automatically operated
• Designed and manufactured to open and close easily thanks to the EASYROLL 

wheel system.

Strong structure and aesthetically pleasing appearance
• Steel frame structure of 60x60 square sections with 25x25 square sections as 

standard filling
• Fillings of Viking Guard or Viking Basic panels available to match the fencing 

system that is used
• The sliding gates can be manufactured with tailored filling that matches the 

customer’s choice
• All sliding gates are GALV FE hot-dip galvanised by default
• The sliding gates can be Z-LACK powder-coated in standard colours such as 

Olive Green (RAL 6005), Dark Green (RAL 6009), and Black (RAL 9005)
• The sliding gates can be Z-LACK powder-coated in all other RAL colours.

EASY Access
• Sign an EASY support agreement to ensure fail-free operation in the years to 

come
• Sliding gates can be opened or closed by any method whatsoever – using a 

mobile, remote control, key switch, code lock, or any other operating system.
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
“Unique and easy to install. Available in 
manual, prepared for the automatic, and 
automatic version. Meets the insurance 
requirements”.

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

The Örnporten (Eagle Gate) industrial cantilever sliding gates are the strongest 
in the product range, securely controlling openings that are up to 18 m wide as 
a single leaf gate or up to 36 m wide as a double leaf gate. The gate employs the 
same market leading technology that makes the Demex cantilever sliding gates 
Scandinavia’s best sliding gates according to our customers. 

Problem-free operation
• Available both manually operated and automatically operated
• Designed and manufactured to open and close easily thanks to the 

EASYROLL wheel system. 

Strong structure and aesthetically pleasing appearance
• Steel frame structure of 120x120 square sections with 25x25 square sections 

as standard filling
•  Fillings of Viking Guard or Viking Basic panels available to match the fencing 

system that is used
• The sliding gates can be manufactured with tailored filling that matches the 

customer’s choice
• All sliding gates are GALV FE hot-dip galvanised by default
• The sliding gates can be Z-LACK powder-coated in standard colours such as 

Olive Green (RAL 6005), Dark Green (RAL 6009), and Black (RAL 9005)
• The sliding gates can be Z-LACK powder-coated in all other RAL colours.

EASY Access
• Sign an EASY support agreement to ensure fail-free operation in the years to 

come.
• Sliding gates can be opened or closed by any method whatsoever – using a 

mobile, remote control, key switch, code lock, or any other operating system.

Easyroll wheel system

SLIDING GATE

ÖRNPORTEN

SLIDING GATE
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
“Manual, economic sliding gate with three 
rows of barbed wire. Choose from any color”.

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

The Ugglan (Owl) sliding gates are a low-cost alternative to the more expensive 
cantilever sliding gates, securely controlling openings that are up to 12 m wide as 
a single leaf gate or up to 24 m wide as a double leaf gate. The Ugglan sliding gate 
is a manual sliding gate operated by a Henderson rail and a nose wheel at the front 
edge of the gate.

Problem-free operation
• Available only manually operated
• Designed and manufactured to open and close easily thanks to the EASYROLL 

wheel system.    

Strong structure and aesthetically pleasing appearance
• Steel frame structure of 60x60 square sections with 20x20 square sections as 

standard filling
• The sliding gates can be manufactured with tailored filling that matches the 

customer’s choice
• All sliding gates are GALV FE hot-dip galvanised by default
• The sliding gates can be Z-LACK powder-coated in standard colours such as 

Olive Green (RAL 6005), Dark Green (RAL 6009), and Black (RAL 9005)
• The sliding gates can be Z-LACK powder-coated in all other RAL colours.

Single or double wheel

SWING GATE

UGGLAN

SLIDING GATE
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SWING GATE

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
“Strong and long lasting gate with Loci-
nox lock. Available in any color, height and 
opening width”.

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

The Gustavsson House Gates have the same design as our Pettson range, but 
are designed to be more secure and are complete with a Locinox cylinder lock 
system. 

Broad range
The Gustavsson House Gates are available for a wide range of different openings, 
by default 0.8 m, 1.0 m, 1.2 m, or 1.5 m high, up to 2 m wide as a single leaf gate, 
up to 4 m wide as a double leaf gate, as a combination of a 2-m gate and a 1-m 
gate for a 3-m opening, or as a single 1-m gate. Demex can also produce Gus-
tavsson House Gates to suit your application if it involves larger openings.

Well-thought-out design
Gustavsson House Gates are manufactured with 40x40 square section steel 
frame, by default with crenellated net filling and with optional section filling, 
Viking Basic or Viking Guard. The gates are fitted by default with a Locinox lock, 
Locinox drop bolts and stronger hinges.

Neat appearance
The Gustavsson House Gate range is available Z-LACK powder-coated or 
GALV-FE hot-dip galvanized to suit your requirements.

Lock

SWING GATE

GUSTAVSSON
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STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

Pettson gate has been carefully designed for homeowners, schools and kinder-
gartens, where it is important that children are kept inside the courtyard.

Broad range
Pettson gates secure a wide range of different openings, by default 0.8 m, 1.0 m, 
1.2 m or 1.5 m high, up to 2 m wide as a single leaf gate, up to 4 m wide as a dou-
ble leaf gate, as a combination of a 2-m gate and a 1-m gate for a 3-m opening or 
as a single 1-m gate. Demex can also produce Pettson House Gates to suit your 
application if it involves larger openings.

Well-thought-out design
Pettson gates are manufactured with 40x40 square section steel frame, by default 
with crenellated net filling and with optional section filling, Viking Basic or 
Viking Guard. The gates are fitted by default with a lift lock which can replaced 
with other more secure locking systems.

Neat appearance
The Pettson House Gate range is available Z-LACK powder-coated or GALV-FE 
hot-dip galvanised to suit your requirements.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
"Strong and long-lasting gate prepared for 
any lock. Safe for children. Available in any 
color, height and opening width".

Lock

SWING GATE

PETTSON

SWING GATE
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STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

Robust Industrial Swing Gates are the best-selling swing gates by Demex, with an 
opening that is up to 6 m wide as a single leaf gate or up to 12 m wide as a double 
leaf gate. They employ the same market leading technology that makes the 
Demex swing gates Scandinavia’s best swing gates according to our customers.

Problem-free operation
• Available both manually operated and automatically operated.
• Designed and manufactured to open and close easily thanks to the EASY 

OPEN hinge system.   

Strong structure and aesthetically pleasing appearance
• Steel frame structure of 60x60 square sections with 20x20 square sections as 

standard filling
• Fillings of Viking Guard or Viking Basic panels available to match the fencing 

system that is used
• The swing gates can be manufactured with tailored filling that matches the 

customer’s choicel
• All swing gates are GALV FE hot-dip galvanised by default
• The swing gates can be Z-LACK powder-coated in standard colours such as 

Olive Green (RAL 6005), Dark Green (RAL 6009), and Black (RAL 9005)
• The swing gates can be Z-LACK powder-coated in all other RAL colours.

Safe by default
• Automatically operated swing gates are equipped by default with crush 

protection and emergency stop
• Photocell, vehicle detectors, warning lights, and traffic lights can be installed 

in order. 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
“Economic gate, can be open 180 or 90 
degrees”.

Barbed Wire

SWING GATE

ROBUST

SWING GATE
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
"Designed to open super fast may times a day. 
Plug’n play product”.

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

Jet Gate was invented for people who like things that work fast. Gate opens really 
quickly, so you don’t waste your time for the opening. 

Key benefits
• Superfast: operating speed from 300 - 1800 mm/sec
• Can be open, and close many times per hour
• Requires minimum amount of space for gate leaf travel
• Made by approved standard components
• No upper portal - well suited for high vehicles
• No traces in the ground, and locking in the driverway - well suited for heavy-

duty vehicles, and shoveling
• Leaves are operated by articulated arms which allows quick opening, closing -

even in hard-snow covering area
• Full automatic
• 2 years warranty. 

Jet Gate design: 
• Swedish design
• Frame structure: 60x60mm
• Profile 25x25mm
• Posts 150x150mm
• Made of sturdy steel and GALV FE galvanized or coated with different colors
• Made with three rows of barbed wire on top to resemble nearby fence and

meet insurance requirements or without as required.

Swedish, fastest automatic

BI-FOLDING GATE

JET GATE

BI-FOLDI GATE
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGE
“Powerful and fast. Available in manual and 
automatic version. Available also with built-
in lights.”

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

Demex can offer turnstiles as a solution for controlling access to your property. 
There is a wide range of different turnstiles – for pedestrians, for bicycle access or 
for goods. All turnstiles by Demex are produced with market leading technology 
appreciated by our customers.

Patented terminal point locking system
The patented terminal point locking system prevents users from being stuck 
inside the turnstile. 

Range of different versions suitable for all applications
The turnstiles by Demex are available for pedestrian access only, or can be 
combined with an integrated bicycle gate, swing gate for transit of goods, an 
emergency exit function, or as a security solution subject to high requirements.

Strong problem-free structure
The turnstiles by Demex have been designed and tested to last. The turnstile column 
and bars can be produced in stainless or galvanized steel, and the mechanism has 
been tested carefully to function for a countless number of openings.

Easy to use
The turnstiles by Demex are comfortable and easy to use thanks to the speed of 
rotation that changes to match the person who is on his/her way in.

Automatic or manual

TURNSTILE

HUGGORMEN

ROTATION GATE
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
“Esthetic design and requires minimum 
amount of space. Company logo visible in the 
open position”.

STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

The vertical gate by Demex is a completely unique gate going upwards. When 
closed, the vertical gate is robust, yet aesthetically pleasing. Because of its 
surprising and elegant manner of opening, operating this gate remains a unique 
experience time after time. When open, the vertical gate is slender and striking, in 
particular, if you have affixed a corporate logo or some other text to it.

Robust yet elegant structure 
The vertical gate is a very strong gate: the main beam is made of 80x160x4 
mm hot-dip galvanized and powder-coated steel. Sections up to 2 m high are 
manufactured in 40x20 mm aluminum. Over 2 m they are in hot-dip galvanized 
and powder-coated steel. All bolts are in stainless steel.

Thanks to the design of the vertical gate, it does not need the space an ordinary 
gate requires when it is open. The vertical gate can be installed in an existing 
opening and has no problems coping with sloping terrain.

Soundless safe operation
Thanks to the skilfully designed mechanism and powerful hydraulic motor, the 
vertical gate functions in all kinds of weather, in rain, wind and snow. As a matter 
of fact, a 10 m vertical gate works even when wind speeds reach 40 m/s. Safety 
is guaranteed by infrared photo-electric trip devices that prevent the gate from 
opening or closing and make it impossible for one to get stuck in the gate.

Rich selection of colours and sizes
Vertical gates are available GALV-FE galvanised or Z-Lack powder-coated.

Customized logo

VERTIKAL GATE

SVANEN

VERTICAL GATE
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AUTOMATIC ROAD BARRIER

ROAD BARRIER

SPEED+ (0,9sek)
3000

Lacquered or stainless

Power supply:        
Motor Voltage:             
Power: 
Max torque                         
Width:
Oppening time:
Temerature:

230 V AC      
24 V AC            
300 W                       
200 Nm
1 - 3 m
0,9 s
-20˚ - +55˚

Technical data

Speed + is a Demex road barrier with an opening width that is 1-3 meters. Opens 
0.9 seconds.

“Speed” range of automatic barriers is Demex bestseller. Speed barriers have 
vertical bars that open and close 90° soft but fast, and safe. Speed barriers work 
great for both left and right mounting.

The barriers have a lot of advantages: 
 

• Excellence and sustainable quality
• Reliable multi-functional mechanism
• Safe, fast and versatile operation

 
Speed Barriers are adapted for Nordic climate and are suitable for 1 to 6.5 meter 
opening width for single barrier and 6,5-13meters for double barrier. Demex 
manufactures and prepares the barriers as a  plug ‘n play products. Service is 
offered on request.
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ROAD BARRIER

SPEED G2000 - G3750

Lacquered or stainless

Power supply:        
Motor Voltage:             
Power: 
Max torque                         
Width:
Oppening time:
Temerature:

230 V AC      
24 V AC            
300 W                       
200 Nm
1 - 4 m
2 - 6 s
-20˚ - +55˚

Technical data

AUTOMATIC ROAD BARRIER

Economic & strong road barrier with an opening width that is 2-4 meters.

“Speed” range of automatic barriers is Demex bestseller. Speed barriers have 
vertical bars that open and close 90° soft but fast, and safe. Speed barriers work 
great for both left and right mounting.
 

• Excellence and sustainable quality
• Reliable multi-functional mechanism
• Safe, fast and versatile operation

 
Speed Barriers are adapted for Nordic climate and are suitable for 1 to 6.5 meter 
opening width for single barrier and 6,5-13meters for double barrier. Demex 
manufactures and prepares the barriers as a  plug ‘n play products. Service is 
offered on request.
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ROAD BARRIER

SPEED G4500 - G6500

Lacquered or stainless

Power supply:        
Motor Voltage:             
Power: 
Max torque                         
Width:
Oppening time:
Temerature:

230 V AC      
24 V AC            
300 W                       
600 Nm
4,5 - 6,5 m
4 - 8 s
-20˚ - +55˚

Technical data

AUTOMATIC ROAD BARRIER

Economic & strong road barrier with an opening width that is 4,5-6,5 meters.

“Speed” range of automatic barriers is Demex bestseller. Speed barriers have 
vertical bars that open and close 90° soft but fast, and safe. Speed barriers work 
great for both left and right mounting.

The barriers have a lot of advantages: 
 

• Excellence and sustainable quality
• Reliable multi-functional mechanism
• Safe, fast and versatile operation

 
Speed Barriers are adapted for Nordic climate and are suitable for 1 to 6.5 meter 
opening width for single barrier and 6,5-13meters for double barrier. Demex 
manufactures and prepares the barriers as a  plug n ‘play products. Service is 
offered on request.
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ROAD BARRIER

FORCE GARD 4

Lacquered or stainless

Power supply:        
Motor Voltage:             
Power: 
Max torque                         
Width:
Oppening time:
Temerature:

230 V AC      
24 V AC            
300 W                       
600 Nm
1-4 m
2 - 6 s
-20˚ - +55˚

Technical data

AUTOMATIC ROAD BARRIER

Elegant and affordable road barrier. 1-4meters opening width.

Force barriers have an elegant design, and works for both left and right mounting.
 
The barriers have a lot of advantages: 
 

• Reliable multi-functional mechanism
• Versatile and multi-functional electronic solutions
• Brilliant and sustainable quality
• Practical and stylish design

 
Force barriers are adapted for Nordic climate and are suitable for 1-8 meter 
opening width for single and 3-16meters for double barrier. Demex manufactures 
and prepares the barriers as a  plug n ‘play products. Service is offered on request.
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Power supply:        
Motor Voltage:             
Power: 
Max torque                         
Width:
Oppening time:
Temerature:

230 V AC      
24 V AC            
300 W                       
600 Nm
2 - 8 m
4 - 8 s
-20˚ - +55˚

Technical data

ROAD BARRIER

FORCE GARD 8

Lacquered or stainless

AUTOMATIC ROAD BARRIER

Strong and elegant road barrier. 4-8meters opening width.

Force barriers have an elegant design, and works for both left and right mounting.
 
The barriers have a lot of advantages: 
 

• Reliable multi-functional mechanism
• Versatile and multi-functional electronic solutions
• Brilliant and sustainable quality
• Practical and stylish design

 
Force barriers are adapted for Nordic climate and are suitable for 1-8 meter 
opening width for single and 3-16meters for double barrier. Demex manufactures 
and prepares the barriers as a  plug ‘n play products. Service is offered on request.
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ROAD BARRIER

PERFORMANCE
GARD 12

Powder-lacquered

Power supply:        
Motor Voltage:             
Power: 
Max torque                         
Width:
Oppening time:
Temerature:

230 V AC      
24 V AC            
300 W                       
600 Nm
9-12 m
10 s
-20˚ - +55˚

Technical data

AUTOMATIC ROAD BARRIER

Performance is Demex largest vertical road barrier. Performance is designed to 
open and close 24 meters in 10 seconds. 
 
The barriers have a lot of advantages: 
 

• Reliable multi-functional mechanism
• Versatile and multi-functional electronic solutions
• Brilliant and sustainable quality
• Practical and stylish design

 
Force barriers are adapted for Nordic climate and are suitable for 8-12 meter 
opening width for single and 12-24meters for double barrier. Demex manufactures 
and prepares the barriers as a  plug ‘n play products. Service is offered on request.
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Easy car detector
Artticle nr. ET2000

Easy GSM-module
Artickle nr. 009725

Mobile support
Artickle nr. EC1014

Boom joint complete
Artickle nr. EC1030

Easy remote control 4-channels
Artickle nr. EC1054

Fast barrier foot
Artickle nr. EC1013

Reflex
Artickle nr. EC1015

Easy litlle light - orange 230V
Artickle nr. EC1045

Speed+ safety housing     
Artickle nr. EC10301 

AUTOMATIC ROAD BARRIER
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
"Manual - simple and robust. Long-lasting 
galvanized product".

Strong, and safe
Bom-it is a manual road barrier that opens like a swing gate; it extends telescopi-
cally to a distance of up to 7 metres. It has been developed to quickly and simply 
block roads and driveways.

Lock
Bom-it road barriers are locked by default with a padlock. 

Strong design
Bom-it road barriers are made of a steel structure, with a frame of 60x60 square 
sections and posts of 60x60 square sections.

Available by default hot-dip galvanised. 

Product details:
• Height: 4-7 m, adjustable
• Height: 1.0 m
• Locks: Padlock function.

ROAD BARRIER

BOM-IT

Strong construction
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MANUAL ROAD BARRIER
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
“Manual - simple and robust. Long-lasting 
galvanized product”.

Strong and safe
Bom-max is a strong manual road barrier that opens like a swing door; it extends 
telescopically up to a distance of 12 m. It has been developed to quickly and simply 
block roads and driveways.

Lock
Bom-max road barriers are locked by default with a padlock.

Strong construction
Made of a steel structure, with a frame of 90x90 square sections and posts of 
150x150 square sections.

Product details:
• Length: up to 12m
• Height: 1.0 m
• Locks: Padlock function fyrkantsprofiler.

ROAD BARRIER

BOM-MAX

Strong construction
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MANUAL ROAD BARRIER
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STÄNGSELSYSTEM

PORTUGAL GUARD

The Giraff (Giraffen) is a manual road barrier that opens upwards and can close 
roads and driveways that are up to 9 m wide. The barrier arm is balanced with a 
counterweight to ensure easy use. It has been developed to quickly and simply 
block roads and driveways.

By default Z-LACK powder-coated in standard colours such as Olive Green 
(RAL 6005), Dark Green (RAL 6009), and Black (RAL 9005), but can also be 
powder-coated in all other RAL colours. 

Lock
Giraff road barriers are locked by default with a padlock. Available with key lock 
or fire lock. 

Strong design
 The frame is made of a hot-dip galvanised powder-coated steel structure and the 
barrier arm of a white powder-coated 102 mm aluminium tube. A counterweight 
balances the barrier arm.
Suitable for cramped and maintenance-free warehouses. 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
"Economic, safe and stable barrier".

Padlock or key lock

ROAD BARRIER

GIRRAFEN

MANUAL ROAD BARRIER
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